
APPLICATION NOTE

Basic Characteristic of your circuit

How to measure circuit characteristic?

Negative Resistance and Maximum ESR

Drive Level Definition

The Amplifier and phase compensation network determines:

Gain & Phase Shift -> Negative Resistance

Phase Shift -> Fr or FL ( hence CL )

Voltage Amplitude -> Drive Level

Very Difficult!

The crystal is operating at high impedance and small capacitance.

Hence, inserting any measurement probes will offset the operating

conditions:

Oscilloscope probes ( 2 pF ~ 20 pF ) : too much

Vector voltmeter probes ( 50 Ohm ) : too low

Send your PCBA to your vendors for measurement.

of a oscillator circuit is the maximum of

a crystal at which the circuit will oscillates. However, this negative

resistance may change due to :

Power supply variations

Temperature change

So,

usually, Max. ESR of crystal = 1/3 ( to 1/10 ) of Negative

Resistance

Negative Resistance ESR

Component variations

Start up

The crystal's ESR may change due to drive level, temperature.

By definition, very simple,

Drive Level ( operating ) = Power dissipated in the crystal =vector product

of voltage Vx and current Ix

This depends on your circuit, Not the crystal.

Crystal maker will calibrate / test the crystal at this drive level

Specifying Maximum drive level is quite meaningless.

Current probes will affect phase angle ( CL ).

Send your PCBA to your crystal vendor for measurement

What is Load Capacitance, CL?

Fs, Fr, Fl and Fa

Fs, Rs and Fr, Rr

Below ~60MHz : Fs = Fr, Rr = Rs
Above ~120MHz : Fr and Rr do not exist, because No zero phase

due to impedance of C0shift

Fl, Rl and Fp, R p

How to specify Frequency and ESR?

How to specify C0 ?

C0 : in pulling applications

Do NOT Multi-specify Pulling parameters

Specify the exact Nominal Frequency that the oscillator is going to operate,
e.g. if you want a 3rd o/t 36MHz, then specify 36MHz, not 12MHz.
If the circuit is zero phase specify : Fr, and Rr or,
If the circuit is phase lag specify : Fl, Cl and Rr

If your application does not require pulling, and the frequency is below 100
MHz, the value of C0 is not important.
In such case, putting C0 < 7 pF is harmless, and also quite meaningless.

Applications that require to change the oscillator frequency are pulling
applications ( e.g. FM, VCXO, PLL ,FSK etc).
Any ONE of these parameters specifies pulling uniquely: Ts, FL1-FL2, DF
These parameters also specify pulling, but indirectly : C1, L1, C0, Q

Specify one and only one parameter for pulling.

Each crystal has only one pulling characteristic, more than one
definition would only create confusion or contradiction.
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